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Bitcoin rollercoaster upstages a quiet start to the week 

Equities have opened the week a wee bit lower. As of the time of writing, the Dow’s down about 0.22%, the S&P500 is 
down about 0.28% and the Nasdaq’s down about 0.70% (with tech shares driving the outsized move as usual). European 
shares have been similarly mixed, but with few dramatic moves. There hasn’t been much in the way of headline-grabbing 
news to start off the week.  

The biggest action has been in cryptocurrency markets, where the saga of the buccaneering South African billionaire 
continues. After driving a sharp fall in the price of Bitcoin last week when he announced Tesla would stop accepting the 
currency, electric car baron Elon Musk has taken it on a further rollercoaster ride overnight. Overnight, Bitcoin initially fell 
when Musk implied Tesla might sell its remaining holdings but bounced back when Musk clarified he hadn’t dumped any 
currency, and then finally came under renewed pressure again as the night wore on. As of the time of writing, Bitcoin was 
down about 10% over the course of the night. 

There were a few comments from Fed officials to open the week too, though there was little sign of a change in line. 
Vice Chair Richard Clarida and the Atlanta Fed’s Raphael Bostic were both on the wires, sticking to the cautious tone that’s 
been the hallmark of late. Bostic was keen to emphasise that the labour market is still well short of pre-pandemic capacity 
and the bank sees little need to change policy as yet. Clarida’s comments were all geared around downplaying inflation 
fears, noting the bank views upward pressure on prices as ‘transitory’ and hasn’t yet begun to discuss tapering. 

Despite their best efforts, bond yields were broadly higher overnight. US treasury yields lifted (US 10-year: 1.642%), with 
a steepening bias in the curve. Similar themes were evident in the European bond market. 

Yesterday was a China-data-dump-extravaganza, with a bunch of April figures out. Among the highlights, retail sales 
were a wee bit on the disappointing side (+17.7% yoy vs mkt: +25%) and industrial production eased from March’s lofty 
highs (+9.8% vs mkt: +10%). Still, the lingering impact of the pandemic means a modicum of caution is prudent when 
interpreting the figures. Our CBA friends expect consumer spending to continue its gradual recovery (Labour Day tourism 
figures looked solid) and wager a supportive global outlook will keep industrial production conditions favourable.  

There were also a few bits of second-tier local data out yesterday to begin the week. The highlight was the April BNZ-
Business NZ PSI result, which was very, very strong. The index surged to an all-time high, up 8.3 points to 61.2. As ever with 
PMI and PSI indices, a result above 50 indicates an expansion. Virtually every component of the index was strong, except 
for – surprise, surprise – supplier deliveries. In aggregate, the survey affirms our bullish GDP pick for the Q2, with growth 
picking up after a sluggish summer. Net migration figures were also incoming, unsurprisingly showing the largest ever 
annual drop in net migration thanks to base effects. 

Otherwise, it was a quiet start to the week locally. Bond yields edged down a fraction across the curve (NZ 10 year: 
1.860%) and the NZX50 enjoyed a very modest bounce of 0.34%. 

FX update: Despite gains in commodity prices overnight, the NZD was the weakest performer in the G10, experiencing a bit 
of unwinding after its outsized strength on Friday and perhaps weighed down by the disappointing China data. As of the 
time of writing NZD/USD trading around 0.72 and the NZD/AUD trading around 0.929. 

Day ahead: Nothing in the way of local data. Across the Tasman, the highlight will be the minutes from the RBA’s May 
meeting – though we expect little in the way of new information. UK employment data follows overnight (survey 
unemployment rate: 4.9%). In the small hours of the morning, we’ve got a GlobalDairyTrade auction – futures pricing is 
pointing to a modest price increase of circa 0.7%. We’ll be watching the later dated contracts for guidance on whether 
prices will stay at lofty levels into the thick of next season. Author: nathaniel.keall@asb.co.nz  
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This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or needs. 
Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to your 
objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the 
information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject 
to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are 
under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to contingencies 
and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that any of these 
valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.  
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